Post-thyroidectomy Hypocalcemia – Risk Factors and Management
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Rezumat

Hipocalcemie post-tireideectomie - factori de risc și management

Complicațiile tiroidectomiei variază de la hipocalcemie și leziuni recurente ale nervului laringian la lezarea pliurilor vocale, hematom local, chisturi, granulom. Hipocalcemia postoperatorie are o incidență de 1,2-40%. Hipoparatiroidismul permanent este înregistrat în 3% din cazuri. Articolul de față este review de tip narativ care se concentrează asupra nivelului de calciu după efectuarea unei tiroidectomii și a necesității administrării suplimentelor de calciu în aceste condiții. Această complicație, chiar dacă pare mai degrabă inofensivă la început, reprezintă de fapt un element important la întârzierea spitalizării și, mai ales la formele severe, la calitatea scăzută a vieții, inclusiv la apariția de episoade cu risc vital. Devascularizarea glandelor paratiroide, pe lângă lezare sau disecție, provoacă hipoparatiroidism. Riscul de hipocalcemie diferă în funcție de sex (femeile au un risc mai mare), disecția ganglionilor limfatici (crește riscul), diferă în funcție de tipul tiroidectomiei (disecțiile mai mari au un risc mai mare), asemenea, intervenția pentru gușă recurrentă și reintervenția pentru sângere post-operatorie cresc riscul de hipocalcemie; în timp ce boala Basedow este probabil cu un risc mai mare decât gușa multinodular, dintre afecțiunile benigne) și durata procedurii. Rata de scădere a calciului contează și ea: o scădere de 1 mg / dL în 12 ore post-operatorie este corelată independent cu riscul de hipocalcemie simptomatică. PTH precoce postoperator și calciul sunt cei mai buni predictori pentru necesitatea suplimentelor orale de calciu. Suplimentarea de rutină postoperatorie de calciu și vitamina D semnificativă din punct de vedere statistic scade riscul de a
dezvolta hipocalcemie tranzitorie și complicații acute în comparație cu suplimente de calciu singur sau fără suplimente. În cazurile de hipoparatiroidism este preferat calcitriol.
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**Abstract**

The complications of thyroidectomy vary from hypocalcemia and recurrent laryngeal nerve lesions to injury of vocal folds, local hematoma, cysts, granuloma. Post-operative hypocalcemia has an incidence of 1.2-40%. Permanent hypoparathyroidism is registered in 3% of cases. This is a brief narrative review focusing on the levels of calcium after performing a thyroidectomy and the need of calcium supplements under these circumstances. This complication, even it seems rather harmless at first, in fact it represents an important contributor to hospitalization delay and, especially for severe forms, to poor quality of life, including the risk of life threatening episodes. Devascularisation of parathyroid glands in addition to injury or dissection causes hypoparathyroidism. Hypocalcemia risk differs with sex (females have a higher risk), lymph node dissection (it increases the risk), it differs with type of thyroidectomy (larger dissections have a higher risk: also the intervention for recurrent goitre and second intervention for post-operative bleeding increase the risk of hypocalcemia: while Basedow disease is probably at higher risk than multinodular goitre among benign conditions) and the duration of procedure. Pre-operative low calcium, parathormon (PTH), 25-hydroxvitamin D increases the risk. The calcium drop rate matters as well: a decrease of 1 mg/dL calcium over 12 hours after surgery is independently correlated with the risk of symptomatic hypocalcemia. Early post-operative PTH and calcium are best predictors for the need of oral calcium supplements. Routine post-operative calcium and vitamin D supplementation statistically significant decreases the risk of developing transitory hypocalcemia and acute complications compare to calcium alone supplements or no supplements. In cases of hypoparathyroidism calcitriol is preferred.
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**Introduction**

Thyroidectomy represents a widely used intervention since thyroid nodules detection is increasing: actually 50-70% of adult population might have a thyroid incidentaloma (1-3). Post-operative hypocalcemia is reported with a variable incidence of 1.2 up to 40% depending of series or trials (1-3). The underlying parathyroid condition is usually a transitory hypoparathyroidism but permanent damage is registered in less than 3% of subjects (1-3). The initial thyroid condition seems less important in relationship to the risk of developing hypocalcemia: malign conditions display a higher risk while Basedow-Graves’s disease is potentially more frequently involved than multinodular goitre regarding benign diseases (2,3). However the surgical skills and the surgeon’s approach is an important contributor to post-operative hypocalcemia (4).

The hypocalcemia is important in deciding the patient’s discharge after thyroidectomy and also in influencing the others hospitalizations for low calcium levels associated with severe symptoms (5).

**Aim**

On this paper we focus on the levels of calcium after performing a thyroidectomy for different medical conditions and we also aim to analyze the need of calcium supplements after
thyroid removal in relationship to PTH (parathormone) levels.

**Method**

This is a brief narrative review of literature using PubMed as tool of research. A number of 50 papers have been consulted and considered eligible as references data base for this paper considering the mentioned objective.

**General Data**

We organized the data starting from the indication of thyroidectomy and finally pointing out the practical aspects of post-operative hypocalcemia.

**The Thyroidectomy Procedure**

The procedure of thyroidectomy varies from total to bilateral subtotal, unilateral subtotal, partial resection of a nodule, etc: robotic, minimally invasive video-assisted either conventional (6,7). It is generally regarded a safe procedure which dramatically changed during decades up to the point of a very short hospitalization or with outpatients (6,7). This particular aspect of short hospital stay requires an adequate patient’s education including for complications like post-operative hypocalcemia (6,7).

The complications of thyroidectomy varies from hypocalcemia and unilateral recurrent laryngeal nerve lesions (less frequent) up to very rare conditions like bilateral recurrent nerve paralysis, injury of vocal folds, local hematoma, cysts, granuloma, haemorrhage, etc (8-10). Of course, iatrogenic hypothyroidism due to thyroid removal is seen in most of cases of total resection (8-10). The complications are classified by some as early (within first 3 months) and late: they may be transient or permanent (8-10). Except for hypothyroidism, the others are essentially considered to be related to surgeon’s skills (8-11). Some complications are life threatening as severe hypocalcemia, bilateral vocal cords paralysis and cervical hematoma (9-12).

**The Indications of Thyroidectomy**

Thyroidectomy is relatively frequent intervention since it targets thyroid nodules. However not every nodule requires surgery and blood assays of thyroid function, antibodies and neuroendocrine marker calcitonin assessment in addition to thyroid ultrasound and fine needle aspiration represents a very efficient panel of tools in order to adequately select the cases who are referred to surgery (13,14).

The indication of thyroidectomy is established in various diagnostics. Thyroid malignancies include differentiated thyroid cancer as papillary and follicular, poorly differentiated and anaplastic carcinoma (15-17). Also, medullar thyroid cancer is derived not from follicular cell, but from C-parafollicular cell with calcitonin secretion (18). Rarely thyroid metastasis is found in thyroid while primary thyroid lymphoma is frequently associated with an autoimmune chronic Hashimoto thyroiditis background (19). Neither chronic thyroiditis or primary lymphoma have as first line approach surgery even in selected cases this is indicated (19). Single or multinodular goitre is removed if compressive symptoms are presented; also, in cases with hyperthyroidism (including Basedow-Graves disease regardless the goitre aspect at ultrasound) or in subjects with suspected nodules for a malignancy (20).

**Surgical Risk Factors for Hypocalcemia**

The most common risk factors of hypocalcemia after thyroidectomy have been widely analyzed (21,22). A study of 278 subjects found a percent of 27.3% positive for hypocalcemia and 15.1% for hypoparathyroidism (21). Based on this trial, the hypocalcemia differs with age, sex (females seems to have a higher risk), it is more frequent if lymph node dissection is associated to thyroid remove, it differs with type of thyroidectomy (as expected, larger dissections have a higher risk: also the intervention for recurrent goiter and second intervention for post-operative bleeding increase the risk of hypocalcemia) and the duration of
procedure and also if the PTH is low or low-normal pre-operatory the post-operative hypocalcemia is more frequent (21,22).

One meta-analysis published in 2018 showed that particular technical aspects might be reflected in hypocalcemia risk (23). For instance, inferior thyroid artery ligation associates a higher risk of low calcium after thyroidectomy but of only transitory, not permanent type (23).

The Post-operative Levels of Calcium

Post-operatory hypocalcemia has been pointed as the most frequent complication after thyroidectomy in daily practice. This complication, even it seems rather harmless at first, in fact it represents an important element which contributes to hospital delay and, especially for severe forms, and it impacts the quality of life up to the point of developing life threatening forms (24-27). The cause of hypocalcemia is related to parathyroid gland damage which may be either permanently (very rare) or transitory. And this aspect is caused by the devascularisation of parathyroid glands in addition to potential injury or dissection. Low levels of calcium may be registered post-operatory at biochemical level (by testing the total and ionic serum calcium) and also by signs and symptoms commonly known as tetany. The loop of hypocalcemia mechanism that includes low parathormone levels is not always presented (24-27). The rate of calcium drop after thyroidectomy is also important, not only the values themselves (24). A retrospective study published in 2019 showed that a decrease of 1 mg/dL calcium over 12 hours after surgery is independently correlated with the risk of symptomatic hypocalcemia (24).

In addition to this aspect, we also mention the prospective study of Reddy AC. et al. on 100 adult patients (mean age of 41 years, 68% of them had a benign thyroid condition, total thyroidectomy was performed in 88% of cases and additional lymph nodes resection was provided in 12% of subjects) (26). PTH was tested 20 minutes after thyroid gland was removed (26). The PTH assay cutoff of 9 pg/mL had 92% sensitivity and 83% specificity to predict post-operatory hypocalcemia, meaning that a value of parathormone above this level is considered safe for avoiding a life threatening episode of hypocalcemia (26). Other authors found that PTH at one hour after thyroid resection during a partial/sub-total thyroidectomy procedure has a predictive power of 94.4%, respective a specificity of 83.6% with a positive predictive value of 53%, and a negative predictive value of 98.7% (27).

Moreover, a combination of PTH and calcium assay might be more accurate to indicate the need for calcium replacement, for instance a value of intact PTH one hour post-operatory of higher than 10 pg/mL and a total calcium level higher than 8.5 mg/dL makes calcium supplementation unnecessary (26). Alternatively, a combination of PTH 6 hours after thyroidectomy of less than 12.1 pg/mL and serum total calcium during the first post-operatory day of less than 7.97 mg/dL (a sensitivity of 93.9% and a specificity of 100%) offers a total sensitivity and a specificity of 100% to predict hypocalcemia thus indicating the need of oral intervention as preventive replacement (29).

Low levels of pre-operatory calcium, 25-hydroxivitamin D and PTH also might be predictive for their post-operatory values (22). However, the routine pre-operatory PTH or screening of 25-hydroxvitamin D as the best tool of vitamin D metabolism is not typically recommended for every thyroid condition with normal baseline calcium levels (22). The only exception is related to medullary thyroid cancer which requires a screening for MEN (Multiple Endocrine Neoplasia) type 2 meaning checking for primary hyperparathyroidism and also for a pheochromocytoma in association to calcitonin assays (30,31).

The Prophylactic Use of Oral Calcium

A study of Langner E. et al. published in 2017 aimed to assess the need for prophylactic calcium administered after total thyroidectomy as oral supplements in order to avoid signs and
symptoms of low calcium levels. This is a prospective analysis of 47 subjects (approximately half of them had benign thyroid conditions) who were randomized to receive post-operative: either 3 grams (g) of oral calcium since the first day after surgery was done until the sixth day, either no calcium. The assessments of ionic calcium were at least 5 and they followed the patient within the first 6 months after thyroid removal. The group without calcium supplements had statistical significant higher risk of developing hypocalcemia from a biochemical as well as from a clinical point of view without other parameters being different as those related to calcium metabolism, also having similar initial thyroid conditions as thyroideectomy indication. The authors encourage the use of prophylactic calcium after any procedure of thyroideectomy and also a general hypocalcemia preventive standard strategy is needed (32).

Another prospective randomized study conducted by Arer IM. et al. evaluated the surgery induced - hypocalcemia in addition to serum PTH values in 106 subjects (83% females) who suffered total thyroideectomy (mostly for benign conditions). One group of patients (50%) who received calcium supplements was compared to another group of individuals who were planned to be offered a Placebo protocol. PTH and blood calcium assays were registered during the first post-operative day and then for 7 more days. Hypocalcemia with clinical manifestations was detected in 1% versus 33.9 % of patients (p-value <0.05). All of these required oral calcium adjustments without a specific pattern of timing of hypocalcemia (33).

The authors concluded that post-operative PTH levels at 12, respective 24 hours can predict the risk of further developing hypocalcemia (32,33). The observation that PTH has predictive values is marked by two practical aspects: one is represented by the associated costs of assaying a blood test marker as PTH and the other one is related to the controversies around the best time to assess it (32,33).

The prophylactic use of calcium supplements might be a more cost-effective method than actually treating the symptomatic hypocalcemia (32,33). Thus the routine use of calcium and vitamin D in early post-operative period of time is recommended. This combination is useful for both transitory and permanent hypothyroidism (34).

**Surgical Induced Hypoparathyroidism**

Hypoparathyroidism is diagnosed based on the combination of low intact PTH and low calcium, and high phosphorus (35-37). Acute hypocalcemia is a potentially lethal condition (35-37). Chronic hypocalcemia is treated with oral calcium and vitamin D supplements while acute forms with intravenous calcium. Since PTH cannot sustain the final biochemical step of vitamin D activation (meaning the renal conversion of 25-hydroxivitamin D into 1,25 – dihydroxvitamin D or calcitriol) calcitriol (or active formulas of vitamin D) is preferred to cholecalciferol (35-37). Typically hypocalcemia is registered if PTH decreases more than 80% from its pre-operative levels (35,36). In case of under treatment quality of life is impaired in chronic hypocalcemia including the risk of calcifications of different types due to increase calcium-phosphate product (35,36). Low post-operative PTH is expected in bilateral thyroid approach, central neck dissections, large goitres and prior condition with hypovitaminosis D like malnutrition or malabsorption (37). The principals of best preventive management regarding post-operative hypocalcemia include a good surgeon’s experience, gentle intra-operative manipulation of parathyroid glands vessels in order to conserve their blood supply and a good background vitamin D levels. A post-operative level of PTH of less than 15 pg/mL is correlated with the risk of an acute episode (37). Close follow-up of calcium levels is necessary after thyroideectomy especially in cases which already presented acute complications. Usually, as a preventive method the empiric routine use of calcium and vitamin D is recommended (35-37). The risk of overtreatment are hypercalciuria, hyper-
calcemia, kidney stones, and cardiac risk in patients at risk (38). The review published in 2019 using a Cochrane risk of bias showed that routine calcium and vitamin D supplementation statistically significant decreases the risk of developing transitory hypocalcemia and acute complications compare to calcium alone supplements or no supplements but it has a minor role in permanent severe forms (39). Others authors consider that actually the prevention of hypocalcemia starts intra-operatory with meticulous manipulation of parathyroid glands and their vessels (40-42). A part from prevention, treatment of hypocalcemia is indicated in patients with symptoms, with a level of corrected calcium less than 7.5 mg/dL and in acute forms when intravenous calcium is necessary (40-42). Permanent hypoparathyroidism requires lifelong follow-up (43,44). Recently, daily PTH injections have been introduced in one 2 years study in order to reduce the necessary of calcium and vitamin D (45). Moreover, parathyroid hormone peptides have been approved in some countries for severe cases of hypoparathyroidism (46-48).

Discussions

Some aspects need to be mentioned regarding the relationship thyroidectomy – hypocalcemia. First, the high prevalence of thyroid nodules and their relatively easy detection in general population increased the number of thyroidectomies during the last decades so post-operative hypocalcemia might not be so rare (49). Second, there is still a matter of debate regarding some topics. For instance, which is the exact timing of post-operatory PTH assay in order to adequately identify the calcium supplementation necessary, if the PTH assessment is a cost-effective tool of hypocalcemia detection and which is the exact protocol of calcium and vitamin D supplements after surgery (50). Also it is important to properly educate the patients who are early discharged or they are outpatients after surgery regarding the acute tetany risk and the importance of long term follow-up of chronic hypocalcemia. One final observation is related to the high prevalence in general population of vitamin D deficiency (some consider it as pandemic) which is an independent contributor to hypocalcemia following thyroidectomy (51).

Conclusion

Hypocalcemia post-thyroidectomy represents a dynamic topic, yet incompletely solved and prophylactic calcium and vitamin D supplements seem the best approach until now. Further protocols based on quantifying the prognostic markers are necessary. Permanent hypoparathyroidism requires lifelong treatment and a concern related to acute life threatening episodes of hypocalcemia. The gentle manipulation of parathyroid glands and their vessels during thyroidectomy represents a key approach in order to prevent hypocalcemia.
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